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INTRODUCTION
Let X be a regular scheme of dimension n over a field k. Let D be a
differential equation on X, i.e., a morphism L  TX of an invertible sheaf
to the tangent sheaf such that the quotient TX L is torsion free. The
singular locus of D, Sin(D), is the set of points where the module TX L
is not free, and it is a closed subscheme defined by the Fitting ideal
Fn&1(TXL). If p is an isolated singularity of D, one has the Milnor
number:
np(D)=lengthOp(Op (Fn&1(TXL)p).
If f1(x1 )+ } } } + fn(xn ) is a local generator of L at p, then
np(D)=lengthOp Op( f1 , ..., fn)
Now, if all the singularities of D are isolated, then the BaumBott formula
[1, 2] states that
cn(TX&L)= :
p # Sin(D)
np(D) } p.
This formula is a particular case of the KempfLaksov theorem on
singularities of a morphism of vector bundles and Chern classes [9,
Theorem 1.1]. In [13] it is proved that the BaumBott formula allows us
to compute the variation of the Milnor number under blowing up (more
generally, the variation of the Milnor number ‘‘relative to a divisor’’), and
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that this variation leads to the desingularization of absolutely isolated
singularities (in the dicritical and non-dicritical case).
In this paper we generalize these results for non-isolated singularities,
that is, for a subscheme of singularities. More precisely:
(1) Let Z be an irreducible component of the singular locus of a
differential equation. We define a ‘‘Milnor number’’ of the differential
equation at Z. More generally, we define a Milnor number relative to a
divisor. This number is called ‘‘critical length’’ in the paper and we prove
that it coincides with the multiplicity of X along Sin(D) at Z.
(2) We give a BaumBott formula for these new Milnor numbers
(Theorem 2.2).
(3) We give a formula of variation of these numbers under blowing
up (Theorem 2.5).
The results (1) and (2) are included in Theorem 1.6, that generalizes
the KempfLaksov theorem for the case of ‘‘bad’’ dimension of the
singularities.
The variation of the critical length under blowing up leads to the
desingularization of absolutely isolated components of the singular locus of
a differential equation. Let us explain this more precisely.
Let Z be an irreducible component of the singular locus of the differential
equation, and let ?: X$  X be the blowing up at Z. The differential
equation on X lifts up naturally to X$. Let Z1 , ..., Zr be the irreducible
components of the singular locus of the differential equation in X$ which
are above Z, that is, ?(Zi)=Z. In general, all the Zi have the same dimen-
sion than Z, that is, Zi  Z is a finite morphism. We say that Z is an
absolutely isolated component if all the Zi have the same dimension than Z,
and if blowing up at Zi it happens again the same, and so on. The precise
definition is given by considering the local ring at the generic point of Z:
Let p be such generic point, Op its local ring, and Xp=Spec Op . Notice that
p is an isolated singularity of D at Xp (even more, it is the only singular
point of D in Xp). Then we say that Z (or p) is an absolutely isolated
component if for any sequence of blowing up’s
Xm w
?m } } }  X1 w
?1 X0=Xp
satisfying
(a) ?i : Xi  Xi&1 is the blowing up at a closed point of Xi&1 , p i ,
placed at the fibre of p.
(b) pi is a singular point of D at Xi&1 ,
one has that the singularities of D in Xm are isolated.
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For example, if Z has codimension 2, then it is absolutely isolated. When
Z has dimension zero, this is the definition of absolutely isolated
singularity of [5] (in the non dicritical case) and [13].
Let p be the maximal ideal of Op . The differential equation induces an
endomorphism of pp2, which is called the linear part of the differential
equation at Z. It is said that Z (or p) is an irreducible singularity of D if
the linear part of D at Z is not nilpotent (in particular, the multiplicity of
the differential equation at Z must be 1).
The desingularization theorem which is proved here is that after a finite
number of blowing up’s all the irreducible components of the singular locus
of the differential equation which are above Z are irreducible. More
precisely:
Theorem. Let Z be an absolutely isolated component of the singular
locus of a differential equation and p its generic point. Then, after a finite
number of blowing up’s
Xm w
?m } } }  X1 w
?1 X0=Xp
satisfying (a) and (b) above, all the singularities of the differential equation
in Xm are irreducible.
It seems, a priori, very difficult to know when a singularity is absolutely
isolated. But the formula of variation of the critical length (relative to a
divisor) shows that the critical length (relative to the exceptional cycle)
decreases strictly whenever the multiplicity of the center of the blowing up
is greater than 1. Therefore, it suffices to know when a singularity of multi-
plicity 1 is absolutely isolated, and this does not seem to be so difficult, in
terms of the local expression of the vector field (more precisely, in terms of
the linear part of the differential equation).
When Z has dimension zero (that is, it is a closed point), the above
theorem (in the non-dicritical case) is due to C. Camacho, F. Cano, and
P. Sad [5]. The dicritical condition is removed in [13]. When X has
dimension 2, the theorem is due to Seidenberg [14]. Notice that this
theorem generalizes the Seidenberg theorem on surfaces for a codimension
2 singularity in a scheme of arbitray dimension. This paper is an example
that any improvement of the KempfLaksov theorem leads inmediately to
a new step in the problem of desingularization of a differential equation.
As a corollary of the desingularization theorem, and in an analogous
way as it is done in [13], it is proved the finiteness of the dicritical
components. That is,
Theorem. Let Z be an absolutely isolated component of the singular
locus of a differential equation, D, and Xp=Spec Op , where p is the generic
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point of Z. Then the number of dicritical points in the blowing up tree of Xp
is finite.
1. SINGULAR LOCUS OF A MORPHISM AND CHERN CLASSES
Let X be a quasi-projective, smooth variety over a field k. The intersec-
tion theory that we shall use here will be the graded ring, GK(X ), of the
Grothendieck group of the coherent modules with respect to the filtration
given by the codimension of the support. The product, inverse image, direct
image, Chern classes, etc., will be the ones defined in this ring.
Let f : F  E be a morphism of locally free OX -modules and let
r=rank of F
n=rank of E.
Let f : F  E be a morphism of OX-modules.
Definition. The singular (or critical ) locus of f is the set of points p # X
such that the morphism Fk( p)  Ek( p) is not injective, where k( p) is
the residual field of p.
The singular locus of f is a closed set, defined by the Fitting ideal
Fn&r (EF ), that is, the sheaf of ideals which is the image of the morphism
(4rF ) (4rE*)  OX .
We shall dote it a scheme structure by putting
Sin( f )=Spec OX Fn&r (EF ).
Definition. Let p be a generic point of the singular locus of f. We shall
call the critical length of f at p, np( f ), the length at p of (OXFn&r (EF ))p ,
np( f )=lengthOp(OXFn&r (EF ))p .
Theorem 1.1 (Porteous, Kempf and Laksov [9]). Let p1 , ..., pl be
generic points of codimension n&r+1 of the singular locus of f, and let W
be the union of the remainder irreducible components. Then
cn&r+1(E&F )=w+np1( f ) } p1+ } } } +npl ( f ) } pl ,
w being a cycle of X of degree n&r+1 and contained in W.
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Addition of Universal Sections
In this section we shall use the following notation: if f : Y  X is a
morphism of schemes and M is an OX -module, then we shall denote
MY= f *M. Besides, if E is a locally free module, then E denotes its
associated vector bundle.
Let F f E be, as before, a morphism between locally free modules of
rank r and n, and let F  E be the morphism induced between their
associated bundles.
Definition. We shall say that the singular locus of f : F  E is regular
if the module Ext1OX (EF, OX) is monogenerated at the generic points of its
support (which are the generic points of the singular locus of f ).
Let us denote by { the universal section
{: OE  EE
Changing f of base to E, and adding the universal section, we have a
morphism of locally free modules over E,
f +{: FE OE  EE
Lemma 1.2. Let us suppose that the singular locus of f is empty, that is,
F/E is a sub-bundle. Then the singular locus of f +{ is F and it is regular.
Proof. As F  E splits locally, the singular locus of FE OE  EE is the
same that the singular locus of OE  (EF)E . This morphism is the com-
position of the universal section OE 
{ EE with the natural morphism
EE  (EF )E . Therefore the singular locus is given by the ideal sheaf image
of the composition of the morphisms,
(EF )*E  E*E  O*E
which is precisely the ideal that defines F as a subscheme of E.
Moreover, it is regular because it coincides with the singular locus of
OE  (EF )E , which is clearly regular. K
Lemma 1.3. Let us suppose that the singular locus of f is irreducible, of
codimension n&r+1 and regular (that is, Ext1OX (EF, OX) is monogenerated
at the generic point of the singular locus). Then the singular locus of f +{ is
the closure of the image of the morphism of bundles F  E. In particular, it
is irreducible, generically smooth, of codimension n&r and regular.
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Proof. Let U be the complementary open set of the singular locus of f
and let E 
? X be the natural projection. By the preceding lemma, the
singular locus of f +{ restricted to ?&1(U ) is F |U . The closure of F |U in E
is the closure of the image of the morphism of bundles F  E. To conclude,
it is enough to prove that ?&1(Sin( f )) is contained in this closure. Let us
compute this closure: let M be the image of the morphism E*  F*, dual
of f. One has then an epimorphism of algebras
S}E*  S}M
and then a closed immersion
Spec S}M/E
which is the desired closure. Let p be the generic point of the singular locus
of f. Since Ext1OX (EF, OX)p is monogenerated, Nakayama’s lemma proves
that the matrix of the morphism Onp &Ep*  Fp* &O
r
p may be chosen to be
\
1
0
0
0
0
1
} } }
} } }
} } }
0
1
0
} } }
} } }
0
a0
} } }
} } }
} } }
a1
} } }
} } }
} } }
} } }
0
0
0
an&r+ ,
where a0 , ..., an&r are elements of the maximal ideal of Op . Therefore one
has that
Fn&r (EF )p=(a0 , ..., an&r)
and, since Sin( f ) has codimension n&r+1, it follows that a0 , ..., an&r is a
minimum system of parameters of Fn&r (EF )p . Now, Mp=Or&1p 
(a0 , ..., an&r), so Mp k( p) is of dimension n, and then ?&1( p) is
contained in Spec S}M. This concludes the proof. K
Let us denote now Ms=E _
X
} } }s _
X
E. The s natural projections Ms  E
define s global sections of EMs and then a morphism
{s : OsMs  EMs
Definition. We shall say that {s are the s universal sections of E.
One has then a morphism of locally free modules over Ms :
f +{s : FMs O
s
Ms
 EMs .
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Proposition 1.4. Let us suppose that the singular locus of f is empty. Let
1sn&r. Then the singular locus of f +{s is a closed, irreducible and
generically smooth subscheme of codimension n&(r+s)+1. More precisely,
let us denote Fs&1=FMs&1 O
s&1
Ms&1
, and consider the morphism of locally
free modules over Ms&1
f +{s&1 : Fs&1  EMs&1
which induces a morphism between the associated bundles Fs&1  Ms . Then
the closure of the image of this morphism is the singular locus of f +{s .
Proof. For s=1, M1=E and the singular locus of f +{1 is F, by
Lemma 1.2. Applying Lemma 1.3 repeatedly, one concludes. K
Theorem 1.5. Let f: F  E be an injective morphism between locally free
modules of rank r and n, respectively. Let 1sn&r, Ms=E _
X
} } }s _
X
E

, X, and
f +{s : FMs O
s
Ms
 EMs
the addition of s universal sections. Then
Sin( f +{s)red=,&1(Sin( f )red) _ G,
where G is a closed, irreducible and generically smooth subscheme of
codimension n&(r+s)+1. Moreover G is an irreducible component of
Sin( f +{s) (that is, before reducing). More precisely, let us denote Fs&1=
FMs&1 O
s&1
Ms&1
, and consider the morphism of locally free modules over
Ms&1
f +{s&1 : Fs&1  EMs&1
which induces a morphism between the associated bundles Fs&1  Ms . Then
G is the closure of the image of this morphism.
Proof. It is clear that ,&1(Sin( f ))/Sin( f +{s). Passing to the
complementary open set of Sin( f ), one has that F is a sub-bundle of E,
and the conclusion follows from the proposition before. K
Definition. We shall call the s-universal singular point of f the generic
point of the scheme G of the preceding theorem.
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Theorem 1.6. Let f : F  E be an injective morphism between locally free
modules of rank r and n, respectively, and let 1dn&r+1. Let s=n&r
+1&d, Ms=E _
X
} } }s _
X
E 
, X and
f +{s : FMs O
s
Ms
 EMs
the addition of s-universal sections. Let p1 , ..., p l be generic points of
codimension d of the singular locus of f and W the union of the remainder
irreducible components. Denote by gi the generic point of ,&1( pi) and let g
be the s-universal singular point of f. Then
cd (E&F )=s0*(g)+w+: ngi ( f +{s) } pi ,
where s0 : X/Ms is the null section, and w is a cycle of X of degree d and
contained in W.
Proof. Denote M=Ms . Then ,*cd (E&F )=cd(EM&FM)=cd (EM&
FM OsM). Now, g, g1 , ..., gs are generic points of codimension d=n&
(r+s)+1 of the singular locus of the morphism FM OsM  EM (by the
preceding theorem), so, by the PorteousKempfLaksov theorem (and
taking into account that the critical length of f +{s at g is 1, because G is
an irreducible and generically smooth component of Sin( f +{s)),
,*cd (E&F )= g+w~ +: ngi ( f +{s) } g i= g+w~ +,* \: ngi ( f +{s) } p i+ ,
where w~ is a cycle of Ms of degree d and contained in ,&1(W ). One
concludes by taking s0*. K
Corollary 1.7. Let f: F  E be an injective morphism between locally
free modules of rank r and n, respectively. Let p1 , ..., pl be the generic points
of the singular locus of f and suppose that they are equidimensional. Let d be
their common codimension, s=n&r+1&d, and ,: Ms  X the natural
projection. Denote by gi the generic point of ,&1( p i) and g the s-universal
singular point of f. Then
cd (E&F )=s0*(g)+: ngi ( f +{s) } p i ,
where s0 : X/Ms is the null section.
With the same notations of Theorem 1.6, let p be a generic point of
codimension d of the singular locus of the singular locus of f. Let Op the
local ring at p and I=Fn&r (EF )p the (n&r)th Fitting ideal of EF at p.
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Since p is a generic point of Sin( f ), I is a primary ideal. Consider the
function
SI(n)=length Op In.
It is well known that, for sufficiently large n, SI(n) is a polynomial of
degree d=dim Op and the first coefficient is ed! , with e an integer, which is
called multiplicity of I, or multiplicity of X along Sin( f ) at p.
Proposition 1.8. With the same notations of Theorem 1.6, and assuming
s>0,
ngi ( f +{s)=multipliciy of X along Sin( f ) at pi .
Proof. It follows from the following property (see [8, p. 81; p. 294]).
Let I=( f1 , ..., fl) and let g1 , ..., gd be d generic linear combinations of the
fi , that is,
gi= :
l
j=1
* ij fj , i=1, ..., d
with *ij free variables (extending the ground field k/k(* ij)). Then the
multiplicity of I coincides with the length of O p (g1 , ..., gd), where
O p=Op 
k
k(*ij).
Now, let
f11 } } } f1n
\ b b b +fr1 } } } frn
be the matrix of f at p. Then, the matrix of f +{s at g i is
A =\
f11 } } } f1n
+ ,
b b b
fr1 } } } frn
X11 } } } X1n
b b b
Xs1 } } } Xsn
where Xij are free variables. The local ring of gi is Ogi=Opi k
k(Xij). Then,
ngi ( f +{s) is the length of Ogi I, where I is the ideal generated by the
minors of greatest order of A , M i . Let us denote Mi the minors of greatest
order of the matrix A , which are the generators of I. The minors of A are
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linear combinations of the minors M i with coefficients in k(Xij). Moreover,
it is not difficult to see that I is generated by any d minors Mi . One
concludes by the mentioned property. K
2. DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, SINGULAR POINTS,
AND CRITICAL LENGTH
In this section we give the birational treatment of the differential equa-
tions and we define the critical length of a differential equation along an
irreducible component of its singular locus. More generally, we define the
critical length relative to a divisor, which will play a fundamental role in
the desingularization. We give a BaumBott formula for these numbers and
a theorem of variation of this number under blowing up.
Definition. Let k/7 be an extension. A differential equation of 7
over k, denoted by D, is a sub-7-vectorial space of dimension one of T7=
Derk (7, 7); that is, it is a point of P(T7).
Let X be an integral scheme over k, and 7 its quotient field.
Definition. A differential equation on X (over k) is a differential
equation of 7 over k.
Suppose now that X is a non-singular variety over a field k. Denote by
TX the module of derivations of X over k, TX=Derk (OX , OX), and let D be
a differential equation on X. One has natural inclusions D/T7 and
TX /T7 .
Definition. We shall call the invertible sheaf associated to D the
invertible sheaf
LD=Ker(TX  T7D)=D & TX ,
that is, it is the sheaf of derivations belonging to D and regular in X.
LD is a submodule of TX such that the quotient, TX LD , is torsion free
(because TXLD is included in T7D).
Example. Let p be a rational point of X. If x1 , ..., xn are parameters at
p, then we can express the differential equation in the form
D=(D) , D=
f1
g1

x1
+ } } } +
fn
gn

xn
, fi , gi # Op
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If f is the greatest common divisor of f1 , ..., fn in Op and g is the minimum
common multiple of g1 , ..., gn , then the stalk of LD at p is ( gf } D).
On the other hand, if L/TX is an invertible sub-sheaf of TX , localiz-
ing at the generic point L7 /T7 , it is obtained a vectorial sub-space of
dimension 1 of T7 , that is, a differential equation on X. One has that
LL7 & TX , and the equality holds if and only if TXL is torsion free.
We have proved then:
Proposition 2.1. Let X be a non-singular variety over a field k. There
exists a one-to-one correspondence between the differential equations on X
and the invertible sub-sheaves of TX , L/TX , such that the quotient TX L
is torsion free.
Definition. Let Y/X be a closed subscheme defined by the sheaf of
ideals pY , and let D be a differential equation on X. Let us consider the
natural morphism TX 
k
OX  OX defined by D f [ Df. We say that Y is
solution of D, or D is tangent to Y, if the composition of the natural
morphisms
LD 
k
pY  TX 
k
OX  OX  OY
is the null morphism. That is, the ideal pY is stable under the derivations
of D.
Singularities of a Differential Equation.
Definition. Let D be a differential equation on X and LD /TX be
the associated invertible sheaf. The singular locus of D in X, Sin(D, X ), is
the singular locus of the morphism LD /TX . The points of the singular
locus of D in X are called singular points of the differential equation.
By definition, the singular locus of D in X is the closed subscheme
defined by the Fitting ideal Fn&1(TXLD), where n is the dimension of X,
Sin(D, X )=Spec OX Fn&1(TXLD).
If f1(x1)+ } } } + fn(xn) is a generator of LD at a point p, then p is a
singular point of D if and only if f1( p)= } } } = fn( p)=0. Moreover, since
the quotient TX LD is torsion free, it follows that the singular locus of D
in X has codimension greater than 1.
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Definition. The multiplicity of a differential equation, D, at a point
p # X, is
mp(D)= min
a # Fp
[vp(a)],
where Fp=Fn&1((TX LD)p) and vp is the mp -adic valuation corresponding
to p. The multiplicity of D along an irreducible subscheme Y, is the multi-
plicity of D at the generic point of Y.
In terms of the local expression of LD ,
mp(D)=min[vp( f1), ..., vp( fn)].
The necessary and sufficient condition for p to be a singular point of D is
that the multiplicity of D at p is greater than 0.
Let X$  X be the blowing up along a regular closed subscheme Z,
defined by a sheaf of ideals p. Let E=?&1(Z ) be the exceptional fibre. We
have a commutative diagram:
E wwj X$
? ?
Z wwi X
Moreover E ? Z is a projective bundle: E=Proj S}(pp2)=P(NZX). Let
p$ be the sheaf of ideals that defines E: 0  p$  OX$  OE  0. p$ is an
invertible sheaf and one has that:
p$=OX$(1).
We say that Z is non dicritical if L$|E /TEZ , where L$ denotes the
invertible sheaf associated to D in X$. Otherwise Z is said to be dicritical.
If m is the multiplicity of D at Z, and L, L$ are the invertible sheaves
associated to D in X and X$ respectively, then one has that
L$=?*L }
OX $
OX$(1&m), if Z is non-dicritical
L$=?*L }
OX $
OX$(&m), if Z is dicritical.
2.2. Critical Length of a Differential Equation at a Generic Point of its
Singular Locus.
Definition. Let p be a generic point of the singular locus of D in X.
Let Op be the local ring at p and denote by I the (n&1)st Fitting ideal of
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TX LD at p. We shall call the critical length of D at p, np(D), the multi-
plicity of the ideal I. In other words, np(D)=multiplicity of X along
Sin(D, X ) at p.
If p is a rational point, then I is generated by a regular sequence, so
np(D)=lengthOp Op( f1 , ..., fn),
that is, it coincides with the classic Milnor number of the differential
equation at p.
The generalization of the BaumBott formula is the following:
Theorem 2.2. Let D be a differential equation on X, let p1 , ..., pl be
generic points of codimension d of its singular locus, and W the union of the
remainder irreducible components. Let s=n&d. Denote TX=Derk (OX , OX)
and T the associated bundle, that is, the tangent bundle of X. Let M=
T _
X
} } }
s
_
X
_T and denote by g the s-universal singular point of the injection
LD /TX (see Definition preceding Theorem 1.6). Then:
cd (TX&LD)=s0*(g)+w+ :
l
i=1
npi (D) } p i
where s0 : X/M is the null section and w is a cycle of degree d contained
in W.
Proof. It follows immediately from the definitions, Theorem 1.6 applied
to the morphism LD /TX , and Proposition 1.8. K
Case Relative to an Effective Divisor with Normal Crossings
Definition. Let Y/X be a closed and reduced subscheme of X
defined by the sheaf of ideals p. We shall denote by T YX the submodule of
TX consisting of the derivations of X that are tangent to Y, that is,
T YX=[D # TX such that Dpp]
One has an exact sequence
0  T YX  TX  NYX ,
where NYX denotes the normal module of Y over X, that is, the dual of
pp2.
The necessary and sufficient condition for Y to be solution of D, is that
the invertible sheaf associated to D is contained in T YX .
If Y is not reduced, we define T YX=T
Yred
X .
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Suppose that Y=*1Y1+ } } } +*rYr is a smooth effective divisor, (that
is, Yj are smooth), and with normal crossings. Then T YX is a locally free
module of rank n= dimension of X. If p # Y1 & } } } & Yr and x1 , ..., xn is a
system of parameters at p such that the local equation of Y at p is
xn11 } } } x
nr
r =0, then (T
Y
X)p is a free module with basis
x1

x1
, ..., xr

xr
,

xr+1
, ...,

xn
.
Definition. Let Y=*1Y1+ } } } +*rYr be an effective divisor and let D
be a differential equation on X. We shall denote by Y(D) the divisor
formed by the components of Y which are solution of D.
Definition. Let D be a differential equation on X and Y an effective,
smooth divisor with normal crossings. We shall call the singular locus of D
relative to Y, Sin(D, X, Y), the singular locus of the morphism LD /T Y(D)X .
One has that Sin(D, X, Y )Sin(D, X ), as it follows from the definitions
and from the fact that the inclusion LD /TX factors through T Y(D)X .
Definition. Let D be a differential equation on X and Y be an effective
smooth divisor, with normal crossings and solution of the differential equa-
tion. Let p be a generic point of the singular locus of D in X, with local
ring Op . Let us denote f: LD  T YX the natural inclusion and I the (n&1)th
Fitting ideal of T YX LD at p. We shall call the critical length of D at p
relative to Y, np(D, Y ), the multiplicity of I. In other words, np(D, Y )=
multiplicity of X along Sin(D, X, Y) at p.
If Y is an effective smooth divisor, with normal crossings (and not
necessarily solution of D), we shall call the critical length of D at p relative
Y to the critical length of D at p relative to Y(D) (=divisor formed by the
components of Y which are solution of D),
np(D, Y )=np(D, Y(D)).
Remark. If p is a generic point of the singular locus of D, then
np(D, Y )=0 if and only if p is not in the singular locus of D relative to Y.
Variation Theorem
In this section we calculate the variation, under blowing up, of the criti-
cal length of a differential equation relative to a divisor. This will be the
key for the desingularization theorem. We shall use the following notations:
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(1) If f, g: Z+  Z are two functions, we shall say that
f (n)#g(n)
if, for sufficiently large n, f and g are polynomials of the same degree and
leading coefficient.
(2) If f: X  Y is a proper morphism and M is a coherent OX -module,
we shall denote
f!M= :
i0
(&1)i Rif
*
M,
where the sum is in K-theory.
Let X be an scheme of dimension d and I a coherent sheaf of ideals, such
that Spec OXI n is a proper scheme over an artinian ring of finite length
(over a fixed local ring), for any n0. Then we define the Samuel function
SI (n)=/(OXI n),
where / denotes the alternating sum of the lengths of the cohomology
groups. In [11] the following was proved
Theorem 2.3. Let f: W  X be the blowing up along the ideal I and
denote by H the exceptional fiber. For n>>0
SI (n)=/(OX& f!OW)& :
d
i=1
(&1) i /(H i) \ni+ .
The intersections H i are to be taken in the Grothendieck ring K}(W) of
coherent locally free sheaves on W. In particular, SI (n)#(&1)d /(H d)( nd), if
/(Hd){0.
From this theorem, it follows that the leading coefficient of SI (n) is a
birational invariant, that is,
Theorem 2.4. If ?: X$  X is a birational morphism and SI (n) is a
polynomial of degree d=dim X ( for n>>0), then
SI (n)#SIOX $(n).
Proof. Let f: W  X be the blowing up along I and f $: W$  X$ the
blowing up along IOX$ , with respective exceptional fibers H and H$. By the
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universal property of the blowing up, there exists an unique morphism
? : W$  W such that the diagram
W$ wwf $ X$
? ?
W wwf X
is commutative. Moreover ?*H=H$. Now, by Theorem 2.3,
SI (n)#(&1)d /(H d) \nd+ , SIOX $ #(&1)d /(H$d) \
n
d+ .
But, by the projection formula, ? !H$d=(? !OW$) } Hd=Hd, where the last
equality is due to the fact that 1&?!OW$ is supported in codimension 1
and then (1&? !OW$) } Hd=0. One concludes. K
Theorem 2.5 (Variation of the Critical Length under Blowing Up). Let
D be a differential equation on X, and let Y be an effective smooth divisor,
with normal crossings. Let p be a generic point of the singular locus of D in
X and Z= p , closure of p. Let us suppose that Z is regular (on the contrary,
we pass to the complementary open set of the set of its singular points). Let
?: X$  X be the blowing up of X along Z, and q1 , ..., ql be the generic points
of the singular locus of D in X$ that are in the fibre of p. Let us suppose that
these points have the same codimension that p, and let d be such codimension.
If dqi is the degree of the extension k( p)  k(qi), then
np(D, Y)& :
l
i=1
nqi (D, ?*Y ) } dqi(+&1)
d,
where
+=mp(D), if p is non dicritical
+=mp(D)+1, if p is dicritical.
Proof. First of all, we give a brief sketch of the proof, and then the full
details.
Sketch. We may assume X=Spec Op . Let I be the (n&1)st Fitting
ideal of T Y(D)X LD at p. Then
SI(n)#np(D, Y ) \nd+ .
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Let L$D be the invertible sheaf associated with D in X$ and I$ the (n&1)st
Fitting ideal of T (?*Y )(D)X$ L$D . Then
SI$(n)#\ :
l
i=1
nqi (D, ?*Y ) } dqi+\nd+ .
Then we have to compare SI(n) with SI$(n). By Theorem 2.4, SI(n)#
SIOX $(n). Moreover, a straightforward computation shows that
I$(+)IOX$ I$(+&1).
The proof will be the following: First we shall see that SIOX $(n)#
h0(OX$In). Now, from the exact sequence
0  I$(+&1)nIn  OX$ In  OX$I$(+&1)n  0
we shall show that SIOX $(n)#h
0(OX$ I$(+&1)n)+h0(I$(+&1)nIn). Finally,
we shall see that h0(OX$ I$(+&1)n)#SI$(n)+(+&1)d ( nd).
Now, the details. In all the rest, we shall assume X=Spec Op . The
characteristic / will always mean the alternate sum of the lengths, over Op ,
of the cohomology groups. We shall use the following
Lemma 2.6 (EGA III, 2.2.1). Let f: W$  W be the blowing up along an
ideal I. For n>>0,
Rif
*
(I nOW$)=0, for i>0
f
*
(I nOW$)=I n
In other words, f!(I nOW$)=I n.
Proposition 2.7. SI(n)#h0(OX$ InOX$).
Proof. By Theorem 2.4, we have to see that SIOX $(n)#h
0(OX$ InOX$). It
is enough to see that /(?!(InOX$)&?*(I
nOX$)) is a polynomial (for n>>0)
of degree strictly smaller than d. Let f: W  X be the blowing up along I
and f $: W$  X$ the blowing up along IOX$ . By the universal property of
the blowing up, there exists an unique morphism ?: W$  W such that the
diagram
W$ wwf $ X $
? ?
W wwf X
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is commutative. Now, by Lemma 2.6, InOX$= f $!(InOW$)= f $*(I
nOW$), so
?!(InOX$)&?*(I
nOX$)=?! f $!(InOW$)&?* f $*(I
nOW$)
= f!? !(InOW$)& f*? *(I
nOW$)
By projection formula, ? !(InOW$)=(? !OW$)(n) and ? *(I
nOW$)=(? *OW$)(n),
since InOW$=? *(InOW)=? *OW (n). By the Serre theorem, f![(? *OW$)(n)]=f
*
[(?
*
OW$)(n)], for n>>0. So
?!(InOX$)&?*(I
nOX$)= f!((? !OW$&? *OW$)(n))
and then
/(?!(InOX$)&?*(I
nOX$))=/((? !OW$&? *OW$)(n))
and this last one is a polynomial in n (for n>>0) of degree strictly smaller
than d, because ? !OW$&? *OW$ is concentrated in dimension <d. K
Let L$D be the invertible sheaf associated with D in X$ and I$ the
(n&1)st Fitting ideal of T (?*Y )(D)X$ L$D . Let us denote
+=mp(D), if p is non dicritical
+=mp(D)+1, if p is dicritical.
One has that
I$(+)II$(+&1).
Let us denote q=I$(+&1).
Proposition 2.8. If the singularities of D in X$ are of dimension 0, then
SI$(n)+(+&1)d \nd+#Sq(n)#h0(OX$ qn).
Proof. Let ,: X  X$ be the blowing up along q, with exceptional
divisor H. Then, by Theorem 2.3, Sq(n)#(&1)d&1 /(H d)( nd). Now, if
: X  X$ is the blowing up along I$, with exceptional divisor F, one
has an isomorphism !: X [X such that !*(H )=F+(+&1) *E, where
E is the exceptional divisor of ?: X$  X. Therefore, /(H d)=/(F d)+
(+&1)d /(E d) (since F } *E=0), and then
Sq(n)#Sq$(n)+(+&1)d Sp(n),
where p is the ideal of p. The conclusion follows.
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For the second part, it is enough to prove that Ri?
*
(OX$qn)=0 for i>0.
Consider the exact sequence
(OX$ I$n)(n+&n)  OX$ qn  OX$ OX$(n+&n)  0.
Let K be the kernel of the morphism OX$ qn  OX$ OX$(n+&n). It is a
quotient of (OX$ I$n)(n+&n) and then it is supported in dimension zero, so
Ri?
*
K=0 for i>0. Moreover, since Ri?
*
(OX$ OX$(n+&n))=0, one
concludes. K
Proposition 2.9. The morphism ?
*
(OX$ InOX$)  ?*(OX$ q
n) is surjective.
Proof. Since q(1)IOX$ q, it suffices to see that
?
*
(OX$ q(1)n)  ?*(OX$ q
n)
is surjective. For this, it is enough to prove that R1?
*
(qnq(1)n)=0. Let us
consider the diagram of exact sequences
0 ww K$ ww OX$ q(1)n OX$ OX$(+n) 0
0 ww K OX$qn OX$ OX$(+n&n) ww 0
where K$ and K are supported in dimension zero. If N is the kernel of
K$  K, one has the exact sequence
0  N  qnq(1)n  OX$(+n&n)OX$(+n)  0
and since R1?
*
N=0 and R1?
*
(OX$(+n&n)OX$(+n))=0, the conclusion
follows. K
Proof of Theorem 2.5. Denote, for simplicity, I=IOX$ . One has the
exact sequence
0  qnIn  OX$ In  OX$qn  0
and by the proposition before,
h0(OX$ In)=h0(OX$ qn)+h0(qnIn)
and one concludes by Propositions 2.7 and 2.8. K
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4. ABSOLUTELY ISOLATED SINGULARITIES:
DESINGULARIZATION
Let p # X be a generic point of the singular locus of a differential equa-
tion D on X. Let Op be the local ring at p and let Xp=Spec Op . Notice that
p is the only singular point of D in Xp , that is, p is an isolated singularity
in Xp .
Definition. We say that p is an absolutely isolated singularity of D, if
all the singularities of D appearing in the blowing up tree of Xp are
isolated. More precisely, p is an absolutely isolated singularity if for any
sequence of blowing up’s
Xm w
?n } } }  X1 w
?1 X0=Xp
satisfying:
(a) ?i : Xi  Xi&1 is the blowing up at a closed point of Xi&1 , p i ,
placed in the fibre of p,
(b) pi is a singular point of D in Xi&1 ,
one has that the singularities of D in Xm are isolated.
Example. If p is a singular point of codimension 2 (that is, dim Op=2),
then p is absolutely isolated.
Our aim now is the theorem of desingularization: after a finite number
of blowing up’s, an absolutely isolated singularity becomes irreducible.
Let p be a singular point of D in X. Let Op the local ring at p, and p the
maximal ideal of Op . If k( p) denotes the residual field of Op , and D is a local
generator of LD at p, one has a morphism of k( p)-vectorial spaces
Lp : pp2  pp2
f [ Df.
If we substitute D by another generator, D$, then L$p=* } Lp , with
* # k( p)*. This endomorphism is called the linear part of the differential
equation at p.
Definition. We say that p is an irreducible singularity of D, if the linear
part of D at p is non-nilpotent, that is, it has at least a nonzero eigenvalue
(in the algebraic closure).
In particular, if a singular point is irreducible, then it has multiplicity 1.
Irreducibility is stable under blowing up, as we shall see later.
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Before proving the desingularization theorem, let us see two previous
lemmas.
Lemma 3.1. Let H1 and H2 be two smooth hypersurfaces, solution of a
differential equation D, and that intersect transversally at a singular point, p,
of D. If p is absolutely isolated, non-dicritical and has multiplicity 1, then p
is irreducible.
Proof. Let H1=[x1=0] and H2=[x2=0]. Either H1 of H2 gives a
nonzero eigenvalue; in fact, on the contrary we would have vp(Dx1)>1
and vp(Dx2)>1. Taking x1 and x2 as part of a system of parameters at p,
it is showed (by computation) that, blowing up at p, the singular locus has
dimension greater than 0, and it contradicts that p is absolutely isolated.
Lemma 3.2. Let
} } }  Xm  Xm&1  } } }  X1  X0=Xp
be a sequence of blowing up’s satisfying: ?i+1 : Xi+1  Xi is a blowing up at
pi= singular point of D, non-dicritical, with multiplicity 1, in the fibre of
pi&1 , placed out of the corners, and rational over p (that is, the degree of the
extension k( p)  k( pi) is 1).
Then the formal curve of Xp defined by this sequence of points (that is, the
curve whose successive proper transforms pass through the points pi) is
solution of D.
Proof. Let Oi be the local ring at pi , with maximal ideal p i . Let Li be
the invertible sheaf associated to D in Xi and Di a local generator of Li at
pi (O0=Op and D0=D). Notice that Di | O=D for any i, because p i is non-
dicritical with multiplicity 1, and therefore Li=?i*Li&1 . Since pi is a
singular point, one has that Dipi /pi , so D(p i+1i & O)/p
i+1
i & O. Let O
be the formal completion of O with respect to its maximal ideal. The formal
curve defined by the sequence of points pi is given by the surjective map
O  (Op i+1i & O)&k( p)[[t]].
The kernel is an ideal, I, such that DI/I, because D(p i+1i & O)/p
i+1
i & O;
so the curve is solution of D. K
Theorem 3.3. Let p be an absolutely isolated singularity of a differential
equation. Let Op be the local ring at p and Xp=Spec Op . Then, after a finite
number of blowing up’s, all the singularities of D in the blowing up tree of
Xp become irreducible.
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Proof. We proceed by induction on the critical length relative to the
exceptional divisor. Notice that, by Theorem 2.5, this number never
increases under blowing up. If it is 0, then some of the components of the
exceptional divisor must give a non-zero eigenvalue. Let q be a singular
point of D with critical length nq and multiplicity mq . If mq is greater than
1, then, blowing up at q, the critical length decreases (Theorem 2.5) and
one concludes by induction. If q is dicritical, the critical length decreases
too. Therefore we may suppose that q is non-dicritical of multiplicity 1 and
that it remains the same under blowing up. Moreover, we may suppose
that the points we are blowing up at are rational over q, since, on the
contrary, the critical length also decreases (Theorem 2.5). Now, the non-
dicritical singularities in the corners are irreducible (Lemma 3.1). Therefore
we can suppose that we are always blowing up at non-dicritical points,
with multiplicity 1, out of the corners and rational over q. By Lemma 3.2,
one has a formal curve passing through q, transversal to the exceptional
fibre and solution of the differential equation. It is clear then that q is
irreducible. K
This theorem says that if Z is an irreducible component of the singular
locus of a differential equation D on X, and Z is absolutely isolated, then
after a finite number of blowing up’s all the irreducible components of the
singular locus of D that are over Z become irreducible singularities of D.
Corollary 3.4. Let p be a singularity of codimension 2 of a differential
equation. Let Op be the local ring at p and Xp=Spec Op . Then, after a finite
number of blowing up’s, all the singularities of D become irreducible.
In the particular case that D is a differential equation on a surface, this
result is due to Seidenberg [14].
4. FINITENESS OF DICRITICAL POINTS
In the same way that in [13] for absolutely isolated singularities of
dimension 0, the desingularization theorem can be used to prove the finite-
ness of the dicritical components in the blowing up tree of an absolutely
isolated component. The key is the variation of the structure of the linear
part of the differential equation under blowing up.
Let p be a generic point of the singular locus of a differential equation
D. Let us suppose that p has multiplicity 1 and that the linear part of D
at p is not zero. Denote by O the local ring at p and let D be a generator
of LD at p. D is a derivation D: O  O over k. Denote X=Spec O and let
?: X$  X be the blowing up at p. Let q be an isolated singular point in the
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fibre of p (therefore p is non dicritical). Since p has multiplicity 1 and is
non dicritical, D is a local generator of the differential equation at q too,
that is, it is a derivation Oq  Oq , where Oq is the local ring at q. Let us
denote
p=maximal ideal of O
q=maximal ideal of Oq
O q=Oq p } Oq , q =maximal ideal of O q
The endomorphisms induced by the differential equation in pp2 and qq2
(that is, the linear parts of the differential equation at p and q) are still
denoted by D. The natural morphism pp2  qq2 induces a morphism
,: pp2 
k( p)
k(q)  qq2
which is a morphism of k(q)[x]-modules (by means of the endomorphisms
D1 and D, respectively).
Let us denote by I the image of ,. One has that I is a k(q)-vectorial
space of dimension 1. If ! is a generator of the ideal p } Oq , then I=k(q) } !.
Let us denote by K the kernel of ,. One has an exact sequence of k(q)[x]-
modules,
0  K  pp2 
k( p)
k(q)  qq2  q q 2  0
Proposition 4.1. There is a canonical isomorphism of k(q)[x]-modules
: K[q q 2 
k(q)
I,
where q q 2 
k(q)
I is an k(q)[x]-module by means of the endomorphism
D1+1D.
Proof. Let E be the exceptional fibre, E=?&1( p), and denote I=
L&E . The commutative diagram
0 ?*0X 0X$ 0X$X 0
null
0 ww ?*0X _
OX $
I ww 0X$ _
OX $
I ww 0X$X _
OX $
I ww 0
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induces, by the snake diagram, an exact sequence
0  0X$X _
OX $
I  ?*0X _
OX $
OE  0X$ _
OX $
OE  0X$X  0.
Let us detail locally the morphism 0X$X _
OX $
I  ?*0X _
OX $
OE . Let (x1 , ..., xd)
be local parameters at p. Consider the open set of X$ given by x1 {0, and
let !=x1 , x$i=xi!, i=2, ..., d. Then dx$i ! is a basis of 0X$X _
OX $
I as an
OE-module and their image by the morphism is dxi 1&d!x$i .
Now, specializing to q, one has a commutative diagram
0 0
0 0k( p)k k(q) 0k(q)k 0k(q)k( p)=0
0 ww 0Oq O 
Oq
I ww 0Ok k(q) ww 0Oq k k(q) ww 0Oq O k(q) ww 0
0 K pp2k(q) qq2 q q 2 0
0 0 0 0
and then q q 2 [0Oq O k(q) and K[0Oq O 
Oq
I[q q 2 I.
Corollary 4.2. Let [!, e2 , ..., ed] be a basis of qq2, such that
I=k(q) } !. Let !$, e$2 , ..., e$d be a basis of pp2 
k( p)
k(q) satisfying ,(!$)=!
and (e$i)=e i ! (where e i denotes the image of ei in q q 2). Then the
matrices, in those basis, of the endomorphisms induced by the differential
equation in qq2 and pp2 
k( p)
k(q), are, respectively:
\
* } } }
+ and \ + .A+* } 1 b0b A 0 } } } 0 *0
In particular, if *, *2 , ..., *d are the roots of the characteristic polynomial of
D in qq2, with * the eigenvalue of the exceptional fibre, then the roots of the
characteristic polynomial of D in pp2 are *, *+*2 , ..., *+*d . So if p is
irreducible, then q is irreducible too.
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Proof. It follows from the exact sequences
0  k(q) } !  qq2  q q 2  0, 0  K  pp2 
k( p)
k(q)  k(q) } !  0
and the proposition before. K
Theorem 4.3. The number of dicritical components in the blowing up tree
of an absolutely isolated component of the singular locus of a differential
equation is finite.
Proof. It follows from the desingularization theorem and from the
following lemma:
Lemma 4.4. Let L be the linear part of a differential equation at a
singular point, p, of multiplicity 1 and irreducible. Then:
(1) If L has (in the algebraic closure) two eigenvalues +{0 and *,
such that *+  Q
+, then there are no dicritical points in the blowing up tree of p.
(2) If L does not diagonalize (in the algebraic closure), then there are
no dicritical points in the blowing up tree of p.
(3) If
*1 0
L=\ . . . + (in the algebraic closure)0 *d
and *i* j # Q+ for any i, j, then there is, at most, one dicritical point in the
blowing up tree of p.
Proof. (1) The existence of two eigenvalues +{0 and * such that
*
+  Q
+ is stable under blowing up, as it follows from the preceding
corollary, so the conclusion follows, since a dicritical point has not such
eigenvalues.
(2) If L does not diagonalize, then its Jordan matrix has the form
. . . 0
\ * 1+ .0 *
If *=0, since there exists +{0, we conclude by (1). If *{0 one blows up.
Either a matrix of the same type comes out (which is non-dicritical), or the
zero eigenvalue appears, so one conclude as above.
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(3) Blowing up, the singularities that appear have the following
Jordan form: either a matrix of type
. . . 0
\ *i 1+0 *i
which has no dicritical points above it, by (2), or a diagonal matrix with
eigenvalues *1&*i , ..., *i&1&* i , *i , ..., *d&*i , where *i is the eigenvalue
corresponding to the exceptional fibre. But (*j&*i )*i # Q+ if and only
if *i *j <1. Therefore the only singular point that could have dicritical
points above it is the one whose eigenvalue, *i , for the exceptional fibre
satisfies that *i *j <1 for any j{i. But if *i * j =mj n, with mj , n # N
and g.c.d. [n .mj] j=1, then (*j&*i)*i=(mj&n)n and max[n, mj]>
max[n, mj&n], so the process is finite. K
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